ORDER THE ANIMALS

Language: lion, whale, wolf, crocodile, snake, polar bear
Resources: Order the animals activity sheet, large flashcards of any of the animals

a) Give each of your children an animal flashcard. When they hear the name of the animal, they must raise their hands with the cards.
b) Tell your children the story 'Walking through the Jungle'.
c) Now divide your children into groups of 6, each child representing a different animal. They must physically move and stand in the order they hear the animals. Alternatively, give each group a set of animal flashcards and ask them to order the cards as they hear the animal.
d) You may then like to encourage your children to interact with the story by doing the animal actions or noises or by joining in the tale before completing the activity sheet.
Order the animals!

Can you put the animals in the order you hear them in ‘Walking through the Jungle?’
Put a number in the box next to the animals. Put a cross [x] if the animals are not in the story.

Choose 2 of the animals and complete the spaces:

______________________, through the jungle

I think I see a ____________________,

What do you see?

______________ ! ______________ !
Chasing after me!

I think I see a ______________________,

_____________!, through the jungle

___________!___________!

What do you see?

Chasing after me!
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